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HOME SCIENCE
(216)

TUTOR MARKED ASSIGNMENT

Max. Marks: 20

(i)
Note: All questions are compulsory. The marks allowed for each question are given at

same place.

(ii)

Write your name, enrolment number, AI name and subject on the top of the first
page of the answer sheet.

Answer any one of the following questions in about 40 to 60 words.

(a)

You are inspired with your Home Science tutor at your study center, who is specialized in
resource management. Hence you also wish to make your career in the same subject. What
type of jobs will be available to you in the market? ( Lesson-1)

(b)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

A new couple has started their home. Both go to office in the morning. They have limited
resources and income Rs. 20,000/ per month. Answer the following for considering them.

(i) One full day time plan
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(ii) One month budget
(iii) Which stage of the family life stage they are under going?

(iv) What will be your suggestions to them to maintain good health?

( Lesson-15, 16, 18, 7)

2. 2

Answer any one of the following question in about 40-60 words.

(a)

If there is outbreak of Malaria in your area, what can be the possible reason for that? How will
you help the local people as well as the local health authority in control of Malaria and the
mosquitoes? ( Lesson-6, 8)

(Home Science)
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(a)

(Home Science)
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

You have gone to visit Rajasthan and saw different types of bandhani. You are inspired to
make it on your dress (duppata/ t- shirt). How will you do it on at least two dresses and write
steps of doing it and explain the reason for choice of dress material or cloth.
(i) Give detail of any one method of Badhani

(ii) On what basis you have chosen the cloth for Bhandhi

(iii) Tell any other cloth printing method other than Rajshathan
(iv) Make Badhani on any cloth ( Lesson-10, 11)

(b)

(Home Science)
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